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The Arbitrage Pricing Theory Approach to
Strategic Portfolio Planning
Richard Roll and Stephen A. Ross
arbitrage pricing theory (APT) has now
T hesurvived
several years of fairly intense scrutiny. 1 Most of the explanations and examinations
have taken place on an advanced mathematic and
econometric level, which means that few persons
outside academia have had the time to read them. 2
Nevertheless, APT has gained the notice of the
investment community, and their curiosity will no
doubt grow considerably during the next few years
as the logical appeal and, more importantly, practical implications of APT become apparent. This
article aims to accelerate the process by providing
an intuitive description of APT and discussing its
merits for portfolio management.

"THE INTUmVE THEORY
At the core of APT is the recognition that only a
few systematic factors affect the long-term average
returns of financial assets. APT does not deny the
myriad factors that influence the daily price variability of individual stocks and bonds, but it focuses on the major forces that move aggregates of
assets in large portfolios. By identifying these
forces, we can gain an intuitive appreciation of
their influence on portfolio returns. The ultimate
goal is to acquire a better understanding of portfolio structuring and evaluation and thereby to improve overall portfolio design and performance.

"ll"le Influence of Systematic Factors
The returns on an individual stock in, say, the
coming year, will depend on a variety of anticipated and unanticipated events. Anticipated
events will be incorporated by investors into their
expectations of returns on individual stocks and
thus will be incorporated into market prices. Generally, however, most of the return ultimately
realized will be the result of unanticipated events.
Of course, change itself is anticipated, and investors know that the most unlikely occurrence of all
would be the exact realization of the most probable
future scenario. But even though we realize that
Reprinted from Financial AnalystsJournal (May~June1984):14-26.

some unforeseen events will occur, we do not
know their direction or their magnitude. What we
can know is the sensitivity of asset returns to these
events.
Asset returns are also affected by influences
that are not systematic to the economy as a whole,
influences that impinge upon individual firms or
particular industries but are not directly related to
overall economic conditions. Such forces are called
"idiosyncratic" to distinguish them from the systematic factors that describe the major movements
in market returns. Because, through the process of
diversification, idiosyncratic returns on individual
assets cancel out, returns on large portfolios are
influenced mainly by the systematic factors alone.
Systematic factors are the major sources of risk
in portfolio returns. Actual portfolio returns depend upon the same set of common factors, but
this does not mean that all large portfolios perform
identically. Different portfolios have different sensitivities to these factors. A portfolio that is so
hedged as to be insensitive to these factors, and
that is sufficiently large and well-proportioned that
idiosyncratic risk is diversified away, is essentially
riskless.
Because the systematic factors are the primary
sources of risk, it follows that they are the principal
determinants of the expected, as well as the actual,
returns on portfolios. The logic behind this view is
not simply the usual economic argument that more
return can be obtained only by bearing more risk.
While this line of reasoning certainly contains a
great truth, its appeal comes more from Calvin
than from Adam Smith. There is a far simpler
reason w h y the expected return on a portfolio is
related to its sensitivity to factor movements.
The logic is the same as that which leads to the
conclusion that two three-month Treasury bills or
two shares of GM must sell for the same price.
Two assets that are very close substitutes must sell
for about the same price, and nowhere in the
entire economy are there any closer substitutes
than two financial assets that offer the same return. Two portfolios with the same sensitivity to
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each systematic factor are very close substitutes. In
effect, they differ only in the limited amount of
idiosyncratic, or residual, risk they might still bear.
Consequently, they must offer the investor the
same expected return, just as the two Treasury
bills or the two shares of the same stock offer the
same expected return.
At this point, a bit of mathematics is probably
desirable, if not inevitable. Given what we have
said so far, it is possible to see that the actual
return, R, on any asset--be it a stock, bond or
portfolio---may be broken down into three constituent parts, as follows:

R=E+bf+e,

(1)

where
E = the expected return on the asset,
b = the asset's sensitivity to a change in the
systematic factor,
f = the actual return on the systematic factor,
and
e = the return on the unsystematic, idiosyncratic factors.

our task is to show that there is a simple relation
between the factor sensitivities of an asset--H, b2,
b3 and b4--and the asset's expected return, E.

Factor Sens~vity and Asset Returns
Figure I s h o w s a hypothetical plot of Equation
(2) using the third factor as an example and holding factors one, two and four at zero. The figure
shows the straight-line relation between actual
realized returns and movements in factor three for
a particular asset. A more sensitive asset i.e., one
with a larger value for b--would have a steeper
line, indicating that factor three has a greater
influence on its return. Conversely, the plot for an
a s s e t with a lower b would be closer to the horizontal; its return would be less affected by movements of the third factor. There is, in fact, nothing
to prevent a sensitivity from being negative. If this
were the case, then a rise in the factor would cause
this asset's price to fall.

Rgure 1. Retumsand Factor Three

Equation (1) merely says that the actual return
equals the expected return plus factor sensitivity
times factor movement plus residual risk.
As we have noted, however, there is more
than one systematic factor. There are several important ones, and if all of them are not represented, then our understanding of how the capital
market works is inadequate. Our basic equation,
then, must be expanded to incorporate multiple
systematic factors.
Empirical work suggests that a three or fourfactor model adequately captures the influence of
systematic factors on stock market returns. Equation (1) may thus be expanded to:
R = E + (bl)(fl) + (b2)(f2) + (b3)(f3) +
(b4)(f4) + e.

(2)

Each of the four middle terms in Equation (2) is the
product of the returns on a particular economic
factor and the given asset's sensitivity to that
factor.
What are these factors? They are the underlying economic forces that are the primary influences
on the stock market. Our research has suggested
that the most important factors are (1) unanticipated inflation; (2) changes in the expected level of
industrial production; (3) unanticipated shifts in
risk premiums and (4) unanticipated movements
in the shape of the term structure of interest rates.
We will elaborate on this result later. Right now,
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Note that a factor return of zero (f = 0) does
not mean the actual return will be zero. The actual
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return will in this case equal the expected return,
E. The factor movements represented by f are
unanticipated. Any anticipated changes have already been incorporated into the expected return
on the portfolio, E. Thus f stands for the deviation
of the actual factor return from its expected return.
When it is zero, actual factor movements have
been just as was expected, and actual portfolio
returns will be just what investors had expected.
Put simply, if there are no surprises in factor
movements, then there can be no surprises in
portfolio returns.
Figure 2 illustrates the relation that must hold
between expected return, E, and sensitivity, b.
Here point A represents a riskless asset, perhaps a
short-maturity bond, with an expected return, r, of
15 per cent. Points B and C represent two stocks
with, respectively, expected returns of 20 and 35
percent and sensitivities of one and two.

Rgure 2. ExpectedRetum and Exposure
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Factor Three Sensitivity, b(3)

A portfolio that is evenly divided between the
bond A and stock C will have a return that is a
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simple average of the returns of the two constituent assets:
E = 1/2 x 15% + 1/2 x 35%
= 25%.
The sensitivity of this portfolio will also be halfway
between the sensitivities of bond A and stock C:
b(3) = 1/2 x 0 + 1/2 x 2
=

1.

This portfolio is plotted as point P in Figure 2.
Note that P lies directly above stock B. Consider what this means. A portfolio of bond A and
the higher risk stock C has the same sensitivity to
systematic factor risk as stock B. But, although the
portfolio has the same sensitivity as stock B, it has
a higher expected return 25 per cent, versus an
expected return of only 20 percent for stock B.
More importantly, no matter what value factor
three happens to take, the portfolio's return will
dominate that of stock B. Figure 3 displays the
actual returns on the portfolio and on stock B in
relation to the factor three return. Regardless of
the outcome (and remember that the actual outcomes cannot be known in advance), portfolio P
does 5 per cent better than stock B. The situation
presented is the very same sort of arbitrage opportunity that would occur in the bond market if two
Treasury bills with the same maturity sold at
different yields. It is the same sort of situation that
foreign exchange traders exploit when the dollar/
mark price differs from what a dollar could buy if it
were first exchanged for marks. In well-functioning capital markets, such opportunities exist only
momentarily, u n t i l t h e y are closed by traders
whose reward comes from eliminating such gaps.
When this arbitrage takes place, with investors reducing their holdings of stock B and covering themselves by purchasing the portfolio, the
price of stock B falls and that of stock C rises. At
the lower price, stock B becomes more attractive
relative to stock C. This process terminates only
when the portfolio and stock B offer the same
expected return. In fact, as in the foreign exchange
market or in the bond market, the process works
sufficiently rapidly that a gap would probably be
too fleeting for an outside investor even to notice.
Arbitrage opportunities will no longer exist only
when all three assets in Figure 2 lie on the same
line; in any other case, there will always be another
portfolio that beats (or is beaten by) one of the
assets, no matter what unanticipated developments come to pass.
Figure 4 plots the line on which all three assets
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Rgure 3. Actual Retums: Stock B vs. Portfolio P

Rgure 4. EquiUbdum Expected Returns
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m u s t fall. As we have d r a w n it, there is a direct
positive relation between the expected return, E,
on a n y portfolio or individual asset and its risk
sensitivity, b(3). The slope of this line measures the
market price of this type of risk.
In Figure 4, the price of risk for factor three is
displayed as the difference between the expected
return at a sensitivity of one and the riskless
return. As the riskless rate is 15 percent and assets
with a factor three sensitivity of one have a 24 per
cent return, the market price of risk is 9 percent
(24% - 15%). This means that a n y asset with a b(3)
of one---i.e., a n y asset whose return rises or falls
by 1 per c e n t - - w h e n e v e r the third factor rises or
falls by I per cent--will have an expected return 9
per cent above the riskless return of 15 per cent.
An asset that is more sensitive will have a higher
expected return; for example, the return for an
asset with a b of two is 33 per cent (15% + 2 x 9%).
In other words, the price of risk for factor three of
9 per cent is the rate at which the investor is
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rewarded for assuming a unit of sensitivity to
m o v e m e n t s in this factor.
In summary, the expected return on any asset
is directly related to that asset's sensitivity to
unanticipated m o v e m e n t s in major economic factors. If we let E3 stand for the return on a portfolio
with a sensitivity of one to factor three (E3 equals
24 per cent in the example of Figure 4), then tlhe
total expected return (E) on the portfolio m a y be
computed a s :
E = r + (El - r) (bl) + (E3- r) (b2) +
(E3 - r) (b3) + (E4 - r) (b4).

(3)

This equation simply states the relationship we
have proved: The expected return on a n y asset, E,
exceeds the riskless return, r, by an a m o u n t equal
to the s u m of the products of the market prices of
risk, E f - r, and the sensitivities of the asset to
each of the respective factors.
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Examining the Factors
We have defined sensitivities as the responses
of asset return to unanticipated movements in
economic factors. But what are these factors? If we
knew them, we could measure directly the sensitivities of individual stocks to each. We could, for
example, attribute a particular fraction of the observed price movements in a given stock to movements in the economic factor.
Unfortunately, this is much more difficult
than it sounds. To begin with, any one stock is so
influenced by idiosyncratic forces that it is very
difficult to determine the precise relation between
its return and a given factor. At a more practical
level, we have so much more data available on
individual stock returns than we have on broad
economic factors that this approach would be very
inefficient. It would be a bit like attempting to see
what happens to the yield on a Phoenix Power and
Light bond when the money supply changes. A
much better approach would be first to determine
the impact of an index of municipal bond yields on
the Phoenix bond; this can be done with considerable accuracy. We can then see how sensitive bond
yields as a whole are to money supply changes.
The sensitivity of the Phoenix bond to the money
supply can then be determined as the product of
these two sensitivities, each of which can be measured with some precision.
The biggest problem in the measurement of
sensitivities, however, is separating unanticipated
from anticipated factor movements. The bs measure the sensitivity of returns to unanticipated
movements in the factors. By just looking at how a
given asset relates to movements in the money
supply, we would be including the influence of
both anticipated and unanticipated changes, when
only the latter are relevant. Anticipated changes
are expected and have already been incorporated
into expected returns. The unanticipated returns
are what determine the bs, and their measurement
is one of the more important components of the
APT approach.
What economic factors relate to unanticipated
returns on large portfolios? As noted above, empirical research indicates that the following four
economic factors are relevant: 3
(1) unanticipated changes in inflation,
(2) unanticipated changes in industrial production,
(3) unanticipated changes in risk premiums
(as measured by the spread between low
grade and high grade bonds), and
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(4) unanticipated changes in the slope of the
term structure of interest rates.
It is possible, of course, to think of many other
potential systematic factors, but our research has
found that many of them influence returns only
through their impact on the above four factors.
The money supply, for example, is an important
variable, but it is not as good a yardstick against
which to measure sensitivities, because most of the
influence of unpredicted money supply changes is
captured by the other variables. For instance, the
change in interest rates on a Friday (from before the
money supply announcement to after) is an adequate measure of the surprise in the announcement.
It's hardly surprising that the variables listed
above were found to be important determinants of
market returns. They appear in the traditional
discounted cash flow (DCF) valuation formula.
Two of them--changes in industrial production
and unanticipated inflation--are related to the
numerator in the DCF formula, i.e., to the expected cash flows themselves. Expected industrial
production is a proxy for the real value of future
cash flows. Inflation enters because assets are not
neutral; their nominal cash flow growth rates do
not always match expected inflation rates.
The other two variables would seem intuitively to be more related to the denominator in the
DCF formula i.e., to the risk-adjusted discount
rate. The risk premium measure is an amalgam of
investor attitudes toward risk-bearing and perceptions about the general level of uncertainty. The
term structure of interest rates enters because most
assets have multiple year cash flows and, for reasons
relating to risk and time preferences, the discount
rate that applies to distant flows is not the same as
the rate that applies to flows in the near future.
These variables make intuitive sense, and it
also makes sense that they are indeed "systematic." Every asset's value changes when one of these
variables changes in an unanticipated way. Thus
investors who hold portfolios that are more exposed to such changes---i.e., that contain assets
whose bs are higher on average--will find that
their portfolios' market values fluctuate with
greater amplitude over time. They will be compensated by a higher total return in the long run, but
they will have to bear up under more severe
reactions to bear markets.

STRATEGIC PORTFOLIO PLANNING
No "off-the-shelf" approach to strategic planning
is appropriate for all investment funds any more
than one size of suit fits all customers. Below, we
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outline some general considerations that figure
into the determination of investment goals.

The Sb'uctudng Decision
Traditionally, portfolio strategy is perceived as
the choice of the proper mix of stocks and bonds
(with real estate and other assets occasionally
included). Every portfolio has its own pattern of
sensitivities to the systematic economic factors.
Stocks as a group and bonds as another group
have different sensitivities to systematic risks,
hence the traditional approach may offer a rough
solution to the choice of the optimal pattern of risk
exposure. But the results can be improved significantly by examining the sensitivity of each asset to
systematic risks. 4
The first problem facing the architect of the
fund's investment strategy is that of determining
the most desirable exposure to systematic economic risks. Altering the mix of stocks and bonds
in the portfolio will certainly affect the amount and
type of risk exposure, but so will nearly every
other purchase and sale decision. The strategist
must first choose the desired level of exposure,
then appropriate transactions can move the fund
toward that desired position.
For example, assume that two of the empirically relevant exposures---to the general level of
risk tolerance and to the term structure of interest
rates--are held constant and that we are interested
in the choice of exposure to inflation risk and to
industrial production risk. In Figure 5, the horizontal axis depicts the sensitivity, or "exposure,"
of a portfolio to inflation risk. The vertical axis
plots the same portfolio's exposure to production
rislC We will refer to these sensitivities as the
inflahon and productivity "betas," respectively.
,The betas measure the average response of a
portfolio or an asset to unanticipated changes in
the respective economic factors. For example, a
portfolio with an inflation beta of one will tend to
move up and d o w n by I per cent in response to a
1 per cent unanticipated rate of inflation. A beta
greater than one, say an inflation beta of 1.5,
means that the portfolio's returns are magnified by
inflation, with a 1 per cent unanticipated inflation
leading to a 1.5 per cent additional return on the
portfolio. Similarly, if beta is less than one, unanticipated inflation has a less than proportional
impact on the portfolio's returns. A portfolio with
a beta of 0.5 will show a 0.5 per cent increase in
return for every 1 per cent unexpected inflation.
And a portfolio with a beta of zero will, on average, be unaffected by unanticipated inflation. Of
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Rgure 5. Sensitiv~es to Productivity and Inflation
Risks
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course, many assets actually have negative betas
and tend to do worse than expected when inflation
is greater than expected. A utility stock with an
inflation beta of - 0 . 3 loses 0.3 per cent of return
for each 1 per cent unanticipated inflation.
In Figure 5, point A depicts a large investment
fund with an inflation sensitivity of about 0.7 and
a production sensitivity of 0.4. Is this a usual or an
unusual pattern of sensitivities? There is no way to
answer this question without referring to some
landmarks.
One obvious landmark is the origin, O--the
point at which both betas are zero. A portfolio at
this point w o u l d be affected by neither unanticipated inflation ngr by changes in expected industrial production. 'This may seem to be desirable,
but it is not necessarily so. For one thing, such a
portfolio offers no insurance against unexpected
inflation risk; wl~en inflation is greater than anticipated, this portfolio will, on average, not re-
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spond. Perhaps more importantly, there is a tradeoff between return and risk exposure. Moving a
portfolio to O, where it will not respond to
changes in inflation or to productivity, will have an
impact on average return.
Point U represents unit sensitivity to both
economic factors. A portfolio located at U will
increase in value by 1 per cent with either a 1 per
cent unexpected inflation or a I per cent increase in
expected industrial production. The expenditures
of an investment portfolio such as a pension fund
are probably exposed to the risk of inflation in an
adverse way; unanticipated increases in inflation
will, on average, increase expenditures. The inflation sensitivity of a portfolio at U will help to offset
this. Industrial production, however, could tell a
different story. Declines in industrial production
will generally be associated with increases in unemployment, which in turn will place greater economic burdens on individuals and corporations. In
addition, productivity changes will be associated
with changes in the relative prices of the goods
and services purchased by the plan sponsor and its
beneficiaries, and these may also be adverse. But,
rather than helping the fund to insure against
these risks, a portfolio with a productivity beta of
one actually magnifies them. When industrial production turns down, so too does the return on the
portfolio. Whether or not point U is attractive
depends upon the particular situation of the fund.
Point B represents the typical pattern of sensitivities for a portfolio of long-term government
bonds. Notice that it has a negative beta with
inflation and a slightly positive beta with productivity. Investments in bonds are subject to significant adverse inflation effects and are also somewhat sensitive to productivity (although to a far
lesser extent than equities). Productivity sensitivity is larger for corporate bonds than for governments, for obvious reasons.
Point S is the location of a broad-based market
index of large, listed stocks. Although this is a
useful reference point, it would be wrong to ascribe too much importance to it. The right choice of
a pattern of sensitivities for a given fund depends
upon a variety of considerations unique to that
fund and to the markets in which its beneficiary is
a buyer, and these will not generally result in
choosing the market index of stocks. The market
index should not be ignored, but neither should it
be worshipped. It is simply a useful landmark on
the horizon, a signpost that is a guide in unfamiliar
territory.
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APT and the CAPM
We now have the necessary apparatus to
relate the well known Capital Asset Pricing Model
(CAPM) to APT. The CAPM asserts that only a
single number--the CAPM "beta" against a market index is required to measure risk. As Figure 6
illustrates, the CAPM beta measures the distance
along a ray from the origin through S, where a
broad-based market index is located. We assume
that portfolio S is the market index used in computing CAPM betas; it could be any of the commonly used indexes, such as the S&P 500.

Rgure 6. CAPM and APT Betas
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Portfolio S has a CAPM beta of 1.0 (by construction). Another portfolio, such as Qa, which is
located halfway along the ray between O and S,
has a CAPM beta of one-half. Similarly, Qb has a
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CAPM beta of two, because it is twice as far from
the origin as S itself. Note that the CAPM beta of
any portfolio can be measured by its distance along
the ray relative to the market index S. The CAPM
beta is a relative risk measure.
But there are many portfolios that are not on
the ray OS. For instance, portfolios such as B, A
and U, all of which have certain desirable properties, are located in the productivity-inflation space
off the CAPM ray. What are their CAPM betas? It
turns out that there are entire families of portfolios
with a particular wdue of the CAPM beta whose
members are not on the ray. The dashed lines in
Figure 6 show some of these families. For example,
portfolio A is in the family whose CAPM beta is
0.7; but so are all the portfolios along the dashed
line that passes through A. There are portfolios in
this family that have no inflation risk (such as Aa)
and there are portfolios with no productivity risk
(such as Ab). All of them have CAPM betas of 0.7.
We doubt very much, however, that most investment managers and clients would regard them as
equally desirable.
If S happens to be a mean-variance efficient
portfolio, a so-called "optimized" portfolio, then
all portfolios whose CAPM betas are the same will
have equal returns on average over time. In this
sense, the CAPM beta measures the overall desirability of an asset as perceived by the average
investor in the marketplace. Even in this case,
however, it is not necessarily true that a particular
individual or client will consider all portfolios with
the same expected return equally desirable. For
example, portfolios Aa and Ab in Figure 6 might
have the same long-term expected return, but they
are exposed to far different types of risk and
neither is preferable for all funds.
Finally, there is usually no reason to think that
a particular portfolio such as S, even though it is a
broad index such as the S&P 500, is itself optimized. If it is not optimized, then portfolios A, Aa
and Ab will not have equal expected returns, even
though they do have equal CAPM betas. Recent
empirical evidence has shown unequivocally that
most of the commonly used market indexes are not
optimized portfolios. Under this condition, the
CAPM beta is not even a reliable indicator of
expected return and, as we have already seen, it is
virtually worthless as a measure of the type of risk
to which the portfolio is exposed.
N o w consider fund A, located on the exposure terrain with an inflation sensitivity of 0.7 and
a productivity sensitivity of 0.4. What should be
the strategy for fund A? H o w should it go about
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making its strategic investment decision? To put
the question another way, where should the fund
go to in Figure 5? Should it move closer to S, the
stock market index? Should it be somewhere between B and S, divided between bonds and stocks?
Just "choosing between bonds and stocks" limits
the fund to a position along a line between B and
S. The strategic decision is clearly much broader
than this.
The appropriate choice of risk exposure depends upon the uses to which the income generated by the fund is to be put. Just as different
individuals choose to live in different places, different investment funds will choose different patterns of risk exposure.

Analyzing PortfolioStrategy
To choose the optimal pattern of risk sensitivities and move to the best position in Figure 5, we
must examine the economic situation of the sponsors and the beneficiaries of the fund. To argue
that there is one best strategy for everyone--such
as "buying the market"--is simply wrong. In the
case of pension systems, we might assume that the
principal goal is to serve the interests of the beneficiaries by meeting the promised pension benefits
with a minimum of additional taxes (if the plan is
public) or of corporate contributions (if it is private), but this goal structure may not be appropriate in all cases (for example, for a nonprofit institution, such as a university).
The economic situations confronting the sponsor and the beneficiaries are determined by the
markets within which they operate and by the uses
to which they put funds. The sensitivity of prices
in these markets to overall inflation, for example,
is an important determinant of the proper inw~stment policy. The location of the organization is
important as well. A company that employs bluecollar workers in the Los Angeles area has a
different pattern of expenditures than a whitecollar service firm located in N e w York.
Although organizations do not constitute a
homogeneous group, they all share broad economic concerns. The key questions involve (a)
their patterns of expenditures, (b) their other
sources of income, and (c) the economic conditions
they will face. These questions can be answered by
detailed economic study. In the case of a company,
for example, central questions would be, "what
are its products, its costs and its prospects? H o w
sensitive is it to the business cycle?" In the case of
a museum, the study might begin with an examination of the markets for antiquities. H o w have
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these markets behaved, and what plans does the
m u s e u m have for new acquisitions? Also of great
importance is the need to meet current and forecast expenditures of a more prosaic sort, such as
those related to maintenance and security. Such a
study must be continually updated if the fund is to
respond to changes in the economic environment
and to changes in the goals and operations of the
organization. But, even before the initial study is
concluded, it will have important implications for
strategic portfolio decisions.
Given an economic profile of the organization,
one can begin to structure the overall risk exposure
of the portfolio. Expenditures on major commodity
g r o u p s - - o n salaries and materials, say--should be
compared with the general expenditure pattern in
the country as a whole. For example, suppose that
the organization spent less on food and relatively
more on travel than the average investor. The
higher expenditure on travel would render it more
vulnerable to energy costs than the typical investor, whereas the lower expenditures on foodstuffs
would make it less exposed to food prices.
At the strategic level, these considerations will
influence the optimal pattern of risk exposure. To
the extent that food prices coincide with general
inflation, for example, the optimal portfolio could
be less hedged against inflation-M.e., could have a
lower inflation beta than a broad-based market
average has. Similarly, to the extent that food
prices tend to be somewhat independent of productivity risk, the organization could accept a
higher sensitivity to productivity risk than a broadbased average has. By bearing more risk in this
dimension, the portfolio could expect a higher
return.
The influence of these kinds of considerations
on the idiosyncratic risk of specific industry groupings has tactical implications. If the organization is
unconcerned about inflation in agricultural prices,
it would also wish to skew its portfolio holdings
out of this sector. Similarly, a sensitivity to energy
costs might lead it to skew its portfolio holdings in
the direction of the energy sector. An organization
will wish to hold a pattern of investments tailored
to its own needs. Its optimal portfolio will therefore have a pattern of investments that is modestly
skewed from the broad-based market index owned
by the average investor.
It should be emphasized that tactical portfolio
adjustments can be accomplished without reducing the average return on the portfolio. The strategic decisions determining the level of exposure
to systematic economic factors influence the aver-
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age return, but the tactical decisions can be made
without any sacrifice of portfolio return, because
they deal merely with idiosyncratic risk.

Implementing the Strategy
To implement the chosen strategy, the fund
may direct the investments itself, or it may select
investment managers who will follow established
investment policy guidelines. The adoption of the
APT approach to strategy has implications for the
choice and the evaluation of investment managers.
If the strategy dictates that investments should be
made in particular sectors, then it would be natural
to look for managers who specialize in these sectors.
More generally, managers implicitly tend to
choose portfolios that have particular patterns of
sensitivities to the economic factors. One manager
might, for example, focus on high price-earnings
ratio companies, so that his portfolio has a characteristic pattern of sensitivities. Another might be
heavily invested in utilities, and this would result
in a different pattern of sensitivities. The investment strategy for the portfolio as a whole may be
implemented by choosing a portfolio of managers
in such a way that pooling them together results in
the desired pattern of sensitivities. If, for example,
Manager A's portfolio typically has an inflation
beta of two and manager B's portfolio has an
inflation beta of one, then a desired inflation of
beta 1.4 for the overall strategy could be achieved
by placing $0.40 with manager A for every $0.60
given to manager B.
Of course, the complete manager evaluation
issue is more complicated than this. Given that a
manager has a certain pattern of risk exposures we
also want to know whether he or she accomplishes
this in the least costly fashion and with the least
amount of idiosyncratic risk. This is the subject of
performance evaluation, which is well-developed
in the APT framework but is beyond the scope of
this article.
Finally, a fund's choice of investments will
generally be constrained by legal and other considerations. Typical of such constraints is the requirement that all investments be of a certain grade or
from an approved list, or that the investments
include bonds or equities from a particular issuer.
The APT approach to strategy is particularly wellsuited to these situations; because of its flexibility,
it can be adapted to special situations w h e n many
traditional approaches cannot.
For example, suppose that the portfolio is
constrained to hold a significant portion of its
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i n v e s t m e n t s in the equities of the b o n d s of a
particular c o m p a n y or g o v e r n m e n t agency. For
two related r e a s o n s it will generally be the case
that this constraint is binding, in the sense that the
f u n d w o u l d rather reduce its holdings of this
security. First, the large holding subjects the f u n d
to a substantial a m o u n t of idiosyncratic risk and,
second, the f u n d m a y already be implicitly subject
to m u c h of the risk associated w i t h the issuer.
The total risk of this security, h o w e v e r , can be
substantially mitigated if the r e m a i n d e r of the
portfolio is explicitly selected to offset its influence.
If the security in question has a l o w e r t h a n desired
sensitivity to inflation risk---e.g., a beta of 0.6
w h e n the desired beta is 0 . 9 - - t h e n the influence of
the h o l d i n g on the inflation e x p o s u r e of the portfolio m a y be c o u n t e r e d b y choosing alternative
i n v e s t m e n t s w i t h inflation betas in excess of 0.9.
As a result, h o w e v e r , the f u n d m a y be subjected to
idiosyncratic risk, w h i c h w o u l d not be a p r o b l e m if
the constraints w e r e absent. 5

Summary
The APT a p p r o a c h to the portfolio strategy
decision involves c h o o s i n g the desirable degree of

e x p o s u r e to the f u n d a m e n t a l economic risks that
influence b o t h asset r e t u r n s a n d organizations.
This focus differs f r o m that of traditional investm e n t analysis a n d is ideally suited to the m a n a g e m e n t of large pools of funds.
C h o o s i n g the o p t i m a l d e g r e e of risk e x p o s u r e
requires an u n d e r s t a n d i n g of the level of risk
e x p o s u r e of the organization. Optimally, the pattern of risk e x p o s u r e in the f u n d will balance the
organization's current level of risk exposure. The
f u n d should be positioned to h e d g e the organization against the economic uncertainties it faces.
I m p l e m e n t i n g this strategy m a y involve either
choosing m a n a g e r s according to their typical pattern of e x p o s u r e to economic risks a n d their ability
to offer excess returns w i t h low idiosyncratic risk
or b y choosing assets directly according to estim a t e s of their e x p o s u r e characteristics a n d relying
u p o n diversification to r e m o v e idiosyncratic risk.
The f o r m e r a p p r o a c h is "active A P T , " w h e r e a s the
latter a p p r o a c h m a y be quasipassive, i n a s m u c h as
systematic e x p o s u r e is p l a n n e d a n d i m p l e m e n t e d
b u t there is no a t t e m p t at selection b a s e d on
anticipated a b n o r m a l returns.
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